
Bluetooth Barcode Reader              USB and Offline mode 

Bluetooth Setting User Manual 

For Effon Barcode Readers 

 
1. HID mode for IOS and Android OS 

a. Turn on barcode reader, read barcode sequences in below. In HID mode the 

blue LED of the barcode reader flashes rapidly. 

 

 

 

b. Enable bluetooth on IOS or Android device, and pair it with the barcode 

reader. After the pairing is set up, the blue LED on the reader will be off. The 

readout of the barcode reader can be displayed on a text field where a cursor is 

highlighted.  

  Note: In Android system, if the soft keyboard is not displayed, one need to switch 

off the physical keyboard. In IOS system, you can double click trigger button to hide 

and display the soft keyboard. 
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2. SPP mode for Android OS 

    Please note that some Android devices do not support Bluetooth HID protocol 

properly, in this case the Bluetooth SPP protocol can be used. 

   a. Turn on the barcode reader, and read the barcode sequence below. In SPP mode 

the blue LED flashes slowly. Follow the wizard to pair Android devices with the 

barcode reader. The PIN number required for setting SPP mode Bluetooth is 1234. 

 

  b. To test the input of barcode readers in SPP mode one can download the APP 

Blueinput IME for android devices from the website of Effon. Install blueinput.apk to 

smart phone and run it. For details please refer to pages 5-8 in this manual. After the 

Bluetooth connection is set up, the blue LED on the reader will be off. 

 

3. USB Mode:  

  An USB cable can be used to connect to the reader, in this case you need to set the 

output mode of the reader to USB mode. Scan the following barcodes with the reader: 
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4. Offline mode:  

The barcode reader can work at offline mode, that means, the barcode data scanned 

and stored in the reader can be uploaded later to data terminal via Bluetooth or via 

USB cable. To do this take the following steps: 

a. Scan "start offline state" barcodes to enter the offline scanning mode. The data are 

continuously stored in the barcode reader when barcodes are scanned without 

displaying. 

 

b. To upload the data one need to connect the reader to a computer or a mobile 

device via USB or Bluetooth interface. Set the connection (HID or SPP mode). 

Select a text field while the cursor is highlighted, then, scan one of the three 

barcodes below to select the speed of transferring and to trigger the transferring of 

data. The barcode data will be displayed one by one at the highlighted field. 

 (1) Fast Upload means upload data without time interval;  

 (2) Middle speed means upload data at an interval of 1 second;  

 (3) Slow upload refers to at an interval of 3 seconds to upload the data.  
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c. By scanning the "statistics storage number" barcodes one can check the number of 

stored barcodes stored in the reader. 

 

d. After uploaded, the data stored in the reader can be removed by scanning the 

barcodes “Clear the storage”. 

 

e. Scan "Stop Offline State" barcodes to end up the offline scanning mode. 
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5. For Factory setting 

For factory resetting, scan the barcodes below. 

 

6. User manual for Blueinput IME in Android device 

Install Blueinput.apk into Android device, and follow these steps: 

 

     Step1: Activate the Bluetooth Input Method. Click the “choose” as shown 

in ”The 1st”, select “BIM” , and return. 
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           The 1st                                The 2nd                 

   Step2: In the list of Bluetooth, enable bluetooth and click Searching button, 

smartphone will display “FS01” for example, as shown in “The 2nd” . 

Click the scanner name, the system will alert to input a PIN number, type 1234, then 

click OK. 

          The 3rd                                  The 4th 

   Step3: Return to bluetooth keyboard wizard interface, select the paired scanner as 

IME input source, as shown in “The 4th” . 

   Step 4: Select “BIM” as default input method, as shown in “The 5th”. 
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            The 5th                             The 6th 

   Step 5: Click the test interface, the barcode reader will communicate with host 

device via Bluetooth. If the connection is successful, “Activation successful” will be 

displayed on the soft keyboard, as shown in “The 6th”. However, if the smart phone 

can not connect scanner automatically, please manually connect the scanner by 

pressing the keyboard “Connect” or ”Disconnect “ button again.  

   Step 6: After the connection is finished, the blue LED on the scanner will be off, 

then, one can scan barcodes into a highlighted field as shown in “The 7th”. For the 

same reader and host device, for the next time, the pairing can be done automatically 

by pressing the keyboard ”Connect” button. In some cases one needs to press 

“Disconnect” first, and then click “Connect” again, as shown in “The 8th”. 
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            The 7th                                    The 8th  

  Step 7: One can configure the barcode reader by clicking the “Function” key as 

shown in “The 9th” and “The 10th”. 

               The 9th                        The 10th
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By clicking “Scanning Setting”, one can set bluetooth name/prefix Character/suffix 

character/volume/output model and sleep time, shown in “The 10th”. 

Note: When a barcode reader is configured, please keep the reader in active mode, the 

y of doing this: click the “scan button” on the barcode reader every 2-3 seconds, but 

do not read any barcodes. 

 

7. LED and buzzer descriptions 

LED and buzzer descriptions Meaning 

Green light flashing (w/ buzzer ringing) Decode successful 

Green light flashes continuously (scan standby) Low battery power alarm 

Red light solid In charge 

Red light goes out (When charged) Charging is complete 

Green light flashes continuously Scanning built-in battery anomalous 

Blue light flashing Enter Bluetooth pairing mode 

Blue light goes out (In bluetooth pairing mode) Bluetooth link successful 

  


